RAUVISIO SURFACE MATERIALS
Exclusive laminates for bathroom design

Unlimited design possibilities with RAUVISIO
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On average, we spend three years of our lives in the bathroom — reason enough to design a space where we feel well and can escape the stresses of everyday life.

The bathroom has evolved from what was once a utilitarian wet room to a place of refuge offering peace and relaxation. Standards of quality and design in bathrooms have reached a new level in recent years.

The RAUVISIO surface range from REHAU is more than a match for these rising standards, offering maximum individuality and flexibility in the design of bathrooms that foster a sense of well-being. Find your inspiration in the high-quality and durable RAUVISIO materials from REHAU featured in the following pages.
RAUVISIO SURFACE RANGE
An overview
Every RAUVISIO material can be processed in many different ways.
RAUVISIO crystal is a polymer glass laminate with a captivating high quality glass look and incredible variety when it comes to processing options. As a wall covering, back splash in the shower or decorative surface for furniture, wherever you use it, this glass laminate offers an endless scope of application.

**Wall covering**
Renovation in just a few stages with RAUVISIO crystal slim:
Measure, cut to size, install

You can find more information on the designs, processing properties, configuration options and scope of application for RAUVISIO crystal in our brochure, ‘Rauvisio surface materials’ (002701).
RAUVISIO crystal slim

The extra thin glass panel RAUVISIO crystal slim was developed for use in splash backs, wall coverings and shower walls.

RAUVISIO crystal slim can be glued right onto the underlying wall surface in new builds and renovation projects. The seams are few and almost invisible to the naked eye, meeting the most exacting demands in design and hygiene.

In contrast to real glass, RAUVISIO crystal slim offers flexibility in on-site installation. That means that recesses for power sockets and other electric elements can be cut at the last minute.

Endless processing options

Bend, mill holes and insert inlays to individually shape surfaces. The milled holes can be back-lit, allowing you to create soothing lighting conditions in the bathroom.
HIGH GLOSS, SEAMLESS SURFACES
RAUVISIO brilliant

The visual depth effect of the high gloss laminate RAUVISIO brilliant makes it a worthy replacement for high quality painted elements in the surface design. Thanks to new processing technologies, the finished RAUVISIO brilliant component appears seamless. The right no-seam edge will give the entire work piece an all-round lustre.

Depth effect
for high gloss accents in the bathroom

At least 20 years of UV stability
for interior usage

Connect panel and correct edge band seamlessly for hygienic cleanliness

Can be processed with conventional woodworking tools

Highest quality: the edged RAUVISIO brilliant component is AMK-tested and TÜV-certified

You can find more information on the designs, processing properties, configuration options and scope of application of RAUVISIO brilliant in our brochure, ‘Rauvisio surface materials’ (002701).
Decorative furniture front panels
RAUVISIO brilliant was developed for use in vertical front panels for furniture. The material can be bent and trimmed into almost any shape and can be worked with woodworking tools. Individual, customised cuts, drill-holes for handles and fittings are all so easy. With the right polymer no-seam edge, you have a component that is resistant to moisture and steam.
The solid surface material RAUVISIO mineral offers maximum flexibility for sophisticated custom design solutions. When used in combination with the watertight RAUVISIO substrate, RAUVISIO mineral is perfectly suited for any area that is exposed to steam and moisture. The solid surface material allows you to create exactly the kind of wash stand, shower tray, shower wall and wall covering you want.

**THE UNIVERSAL SOLID SURFACE MATERIAL**

RAUVISIO mineral

The solid surface material RAUVISIO mineral offers maximum flexibility for sophisticated custom design solutions. When used in combination with the watertight RAUVISIO substrate, RAUVISIO mineral is perfectly suited for any area that is exposed to steam and moisture. The solid surface material allows you to create exactly the kind of wash stand, shower tray, shower wall and wall covering you want.

**Washbasins**
RAUVISIO mineral can be easily bent into any shape

You can find more information on the designs, processing properties, configuration options and scope of application of RAUVISIO mineral in our brochure, ‘The solid surface material for interiors’ (M53720).

**Non-porous surface**
for cleanliness and hygiene

**Seamless appearance**
when paired with the right adhesive

**Fire protection classification B1**
with panels of 6 mm and thicker

**refurbishments are three times faster**
with RAUVISIO mineral sandwich boards

**Highest quality:**
Tempering removes tension
Wall covering
The RAUVISIO mineral sandwich boards are quick and easy to install onto new or existing walls in new builds and renovation projects. With a RAUVISIO adhesive in exactly the right colour you have an easy-care seamless surface that meets the high hygienic standards required in a bathroom.

Invisible joints with the right adhesive

Showering and wash areas
The panel material can easily be processed and glued with a special RAUVISIO adhesive, creating a seamless, watertight seal. Surfaces subject to heavy usage look as good as new with a minimum of effort. What’s more, the material is thermo-formable, so it’s easy to achieve individual shapes and designs in the bathroom.
RAUVISIO wave features an impressive, unique wave-like surface. It creates captivating patterns with light and shade depending how the light falls, bringing furniture surfaces to life.

Textured surface conjures up fascinating effects

**Can be processed with** conventional woodworking tools

**Connect** panel and correct edge band seamlessly for hygienic cleanliness

**Chemical resistance** thanks to hard-coat coating

**Paint-ready variation** for custom colours

**Highest quality:** The edged RAUVISIO wave component is AMK-tested and TÜV-certified

You can find more information on the designs, processing properties, configuration options and scope of application of RAUVISIO wave in our flyer, ‘RAUVISIO wave textured laminate’ (O10800).
Decorative furniture front panels
RAUVISIO wave was developed for use in vertical front panels for furniture. The material can be processed with woodworking tools and can be bent into almost any shape. Individual, customised cut and, drill holes for handles or fittings are all so easy. With the right polymer no-seam edge, you will be receiving a component that is resistant to moisture and steam.
THE ROBUST POLYMER STONE
RAUVISIO karat

The robust polymer stone RAUVISIO karat is an extremely durable surface material which is ideal for bathrooms. Combined with the watertight RAUVISIO substrate, it can be used anywhere in damp and wet areas. The complete system can be used for a wide range of applications, including shower walls and trays, wall cladding, wash stands and work surfaces.

Shower area
Seamless transition between shower tray and shower back wall

Non-porous surface
for cleanliness and hygiene

Seamless appearance when paired with the right adhesive

Refurbishment is three times faster with RAUVISIO karat sandwich boards

Low maintenance, easy to clean

You can find more information on the designs, processing properties, configuration options and scope of application of RAUVISIO karat in our brochure, ‘The polymer stone for interiors’ (M75720).
Seamless shower and wash areas
The panel material is easy to process and glue using the special RAUVISIO adhesive which creates a seamless, watertight seal. The surface is exceptionally robust and therefore resistant to scratching, flaking and breakage. The shower area can be shaped to give it that seamless look, with disabled access if required. This makes the bathroom appear both bigger and more open.
RAUVISIO SURFACE RANGE
Suggested bathroom applications
### AREAS OF USE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RAUVISIO crystal glass laminate</th>
<th>RAUVISIO crystal slim thin glass panel</th>
<th>RAUVISIO brilliant high gloss laminate</th>
<th>RAUVISIO mineral solid surface material</th>
<th>RAUVISIO wave textured laminate polymer stone</th>
<th>RAUVISIO karat polymer stone</th>
</tr>
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**Applications**

- **Shower area**
  - Shower wall
  - Shower tray
- **Wash area**
  - Wash stand
  - Wash basin back wall